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THE ART EDUCATOR’S PROBLEi
The Purpose and Procedure of the Thesis
This thesis represents an attempt to develop an art
course for grade ten at the secondary-school level. Al-
though art has been part of public-school education in
the United States for only a little over one-hundred years
it has represented so many "frills and fads"^and differ-
ent kinds of instruction that the terminology of the art
course of study is not explicit.
We speak glibly of fine art, applied art, construct-
ive art, practical art, representative art, visual art,
decorative art, graphic art, plastic art, space art, the
useful arts, manual and industrial art, the art of design,
aesthic art, fictile arts, commercial and advertising art,
civic art, theatre art, the automatic arts, and the shap-
ing arts
.
The practicing teacher may give different meanings to
these terms, in varying degree, from the connotations of
the terms assigned by philosophers like Santayana and
\/ William U. ”/hitf ord. An Introduction to Art Education .




IDewey, and even by members of his own professional group.
However, it is not the purpose of this thesis to discuss
the philosophy of art but rather to establish a common art
terminology between reader and writer.
Art t erms . - - Broadly speaking, the arts comprise paint-
ing, sculpture, architecture, music, literature, the theatre,
and the dance. Rugg and Shumaker -^mention these as the
arts in their child-centered school, but it must be remem-
bered that they are primarily interested in the small number
of experimental schools.
Ordinarily, the art course of study in the public
schools is built on the fine arts (drawing, painting, sculp-
ture, and architecture) and the handicrafts (pottery and
ceramics, metalcraft, and wood carving). The term ’art' as
used in this thesis necessarily refers to these forms of
the arts
.
Detailed discussion of art terms and philosophy is
found in Dewey's Art as Sxperience ,-^^while a clear discus-
sion of aesthetics is found in Langf eld's book.-^^
Aim of the thesis.-- The development of a graphic-arts
1/ Harold Rugg, and Ann Shumaker, The Child-Centered School,
World Book Company, Yonkers -on-Hudson, New York,1928. xiv-*359p
John Dewey, Art as Experience , Minton, Balch, and Company,
New York, 193^« vii+355 P«
Herbert S. Langfeld, The AEsthetic Attitude . Harcourt,
Brace and Company, Nev/ York, 1920. xi + 287 p.
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course of secondary-school level Is the primary aim of this
thesis. "Graphic arts", to quote V/ebster’s Dictionary, "are
those fine arts such as drawing, painting, and engraving,
which pertain to representation on a flat surface; those
arts including printing; expressing ideas through lines,
marks, or impressions on a surface."
Rather than basing this course on previous courses,
either in public or art schools, it is grounded on common,
daily experiences of the adolescent child.
This course earns itself a place in the secondary-
school art program if 3t makes the child intelligently
aware of the many forms of graphic expression with which
he constantly comes in contact outside the school. To quote
from one syllabus,^ "The life of the student is encompas-
sed by the graphic arts. As boy and man, he will see it in
newspaper, magazine, catalog, and poster."
Again I quote, this time from the Eastern ARTS Associ -
V
ation Bulletin .""^
"At Central High School in Washington our graphic
arts course is a non-vocational course with emphasis
on consumer training objectives. The graphic arts are
taught as a part of the knowledge every Intelligent
person should have.... as a means to an end."
iJ Art Appreciation . Board of Education, High School
Division, New York City, 1930. p.87.
Harold G. Crankshaw, "The Graphic Arts in an Industrial
Program", Eastern Arts Association Bulletin (November, 1937
)
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4One of the aims of such a course is to develop in the
student an awareness of this phase (consumer training) of
the social and economic system as it directly affects him
through newspaper, magazine, book, poster, and billboard.
He should become intelligently conscious, having not only
understanding and appreciation, but also the critical and
analytical viewpoint that comes from actual experience and
practice, "....the artist, broadly interpreted, is the true
leader in the reconstruction of personal outlooks and ways
of living in the new society, "-l/
Method of the thesis .-- The changing status of art ed-
ucation in our public schools since its beginning in 1821
makes it desirable for the curriculum-maker to survey past
trends in objectives and methods. It is also important
that recent developments in both the Junior and in the senior
high school be understood as to objectives, subject material,
and methods. Use is made of comparatively recent individual
surveys, published and unpublished, and also of the National
Surveys conducted by the United States Department of the
Interior.
A study is made of art objectives which have been used
or more recently expounded by art educators or writers in
the field of art education. This writer's lists of object-
1/ Harold Rugg, American Life and the School Curriculum .
G-inn and Company, Boston, 1956. p . 440
.
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ives for secondary-school art education and for the graphic-
arts course are partly made up of these.
A selected group of Junior-high-school courses in art
are analyzed as to their influence on the graphic-arts
course in the high school. This survey is limited by time
and money and is useful only as it reveals the peculiari-
ties of a few selected systems which might affect a high-
school art course.
Background of the Problem
Art education in the United States has changed its
emphasis and objectives many times since Benjamin Franklin
advocated art education in his "Proposed Hints for an
Academy "^in 17^9. In 1S21 William Bentley Fowle intro-
duced the teaching of drawing in the Boston Public Schools.
The introduction of art or drawing, as it was called, in
the public school curriculum was a hit or miss affair.
The subject matter and methods were not in keeping with our
present-day concepts of creative expression and apprecia-
tion; rather, they were the passive study of the classical.
Drawing as it was taught in those days was an offshoot
of the academy or art school, having no planned educational
value or objectives. The drawing course consisted mainly
of straight and curved line drawings and geometric designs,
perspctive, and objects in light and shade.
IT John K., and Margaret A. Norton, Foundations of Curricu-
lum Building
, G-in and Company, Boston, 1936. p. 443.

Art teachers, interested mainly in art rather than
childhood, hedged this form of graphic representation about
with rules of procedure, demands for precision, and empha-
sis on exactness which the child was incapable of achiev-
ing. Practice copy-books were used, similar to penmanship
copy-books
.
The results of this formal training were publicly
exhibited at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition in 1876,
Of special interest were the pencil drawings shown by the
Massachusetts public schools.
From these first attempts to introduce drawing into the
public schools as a fine art without sufficient, if any, em-
phasis on its possible educational implications, there grew
a later school of art education in the public schools of the
country. This school of art pedagogy did not break away
from the earlier one but tended to develop it, chiefly by
adding new drawing and painting media to the original pencil
drawings. The use of color was introduced and nev/ skills
were demanded of the child.
The results of this newer movement in art education in
American schools were exhibited at the Columbian Exposition
at Chicago in 1893* The use of color and many new media
such as paints, crayons, improved pencils and brushes, new
papers, gave art education a great impetus in our schools.
It is obvious that both of these early periods placed their
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zemphasis on the skillful manipulation of the medium. This
was the era of 'pretty' drawings and paintings and 'art for
art's sake' was the slogan.
The next phase of art education in the public schools
did break away from the formal subject matter and methods
of the earlier periods. The art course tended to emphasize
the arts and crafts movement, a combination of fine art and
manual training, as it v/as taught then.
The resulting work of this movement was shov/n at the
St. Louis Exposition in 1904. Hov/ever, this was only the
beginning and it was not till 1907, at the Jamestown Expo-
sition, that the practical and utilitarian aspects of the
arts and crafts movement were felt.
It is readily seen that art education in our national
educational system was sv/inging away from the theory of
pure aesthetics (the science of beauty) of the fine arts,
toward the utilitarian and practical Influence of the
industrial arts. The peak of the industrial arts movement,
as it affected art education, was strongly apparent at the
Expositions of San Francisco and San Diego in 1915»
After this period v/e find a gradual decrease ^in the
emphasis given to the industrial arts in the art or drawing
course. Balancing this decrease was an increase in the
emphasis given to the fine arts principles applied to daily
1/ ^ffhitford, cit., p. 10-14, Figure 2.
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life, rather than to fine-arts products. This new interest
in art principles was manifested in appreciation courses.
Skill courses found new objectives. The objectives of
the manipulative processes no longer emphasize technique butj
rather, purposeful self-expression (the graphic representa-
tion of ideas).
Manifestly, this new movement tends to base its object-
ives on the needs of the many rather than on the specialized
needs of the gifted few.
The Present Situation
Art education is attempting to attain a balance betv/een
the cultural and the practical influences possible in the
well-planned and socialized art course of study. To date,
the best results are thought to be obtained from the appre-
ciation course which is based on the needs of the children
taking art courses. The subject matter of such courses
stresses art principles applied to the dally life of the
child rather than the old picture-study course. This course
attempts to adjust the aesthetic theory of the fine arts to
the utilitarian objectives of the industrial and crafts
courses
•
The appreciation course .-- With the development of the
appreciation course arises the problem of theory versus
practice. How much mental appreciation shall be utilized
to balance actual manual performance? Will the psychological
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and emotional responses of appreciation balance the physio-
logical and physical reactions of performance?
The solution to this problem has not been agreed upon
by any considerable number of art educators, but it Is self-
evident that the ideal balance between appreciation and per-
formance should aim to affect all the pupils so that they
will be able to analyze and Judge, on one side, and express
themselves graphically, on the other. Bennett writes:—/
"Appreciation of art is not the same as knowledge
of art. It is not something that can be absorbed from
books, or even from teachers; it is something that
must be gained through experience. It may, therefore, I
be said that there is one fundamental factor in train-
ing for both appreciation and production, and that is
real experi enc e .
"
Dewey’s conception of actual experience lends education-
al significance to the performance side of the appreciation
course. Peirce and James further stress the fact that know-
ing and meaning come only through active response and reac-
tion. More recently, Rugg ^contends that aesthetic appre-
ciation and awareness are possible only through "active and
frequent participation in creative expression".
The specialized art course .-- Appreciation courses aim
to take care of every student. Specialized art courses have
been increasingly developed, however, to meet the needs of
TT Charles A. Bennett, Art Training for Life and for Industry
Manual Arts Press, Peoria, Illinois, 1923. p. 10.
2/ Harold Rugg, op. cit., p. 438 .
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the few students of varying special ability in the arts and
crafts. The larger number of art courses offered in the
larger secondary schools has made the specialization of art
courses possible. These courses may aim to be vocational as
well as leisure-time aids.
As many as twenty-one specialized courses were listed
in a high-school survey conducted by Tyron, Smith, and
Rood. 1/ The variety of these specialized courses may be seen
by listing a few titles reported in this survey; commercial
design, applied design, clay modeling, drawing, fine art,
general craft, illustration, lettering design, poster design,
pottery, stage-craft, and many more.
The function and objectives of these courses are discern
able at first glance and do not require detailed explanation
as to content. Needless to say, techniques and professional
aspects are stressed in these courses.
The Junior High School
Recent surveys reveal pertinent data relating to art
education in the secondary school. There is an evident in-
crease in the total number of periods of art work offered
and required in the Junior High School, though the increase
in the required list is not so marked.
1/ Carter V. Good, "Objectives and Status of Art Education
in Secondary Schools", Journal of Educational Method
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The trend in the junior high schools is to increase
the number of offered courses year by year till only a few
schools require art courses in the ninth grade. The follow-
ing table taken from Tyron, Smith, and Rood -^illustrates
this point.
Table 1. Courses Offered and Required in Seventy-Sight
Junior High Schools, 1923,
' • - ' - -• 1
Course Title Grade 7 Grade 3 Grade 9
C V G V C V
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Art 32 8 22 14 6 27
Free-hand drawing... 2 1 0 3 0 11
Drawing 22 2 16 6 2 12
Applied art 1 0 0 0 0 0
Art and Design 1 0 1 0 0 0
G ommerc i al art 0 1 0 3 0 2
Drawing and
Applied art 0 0 0 2 0 3
Drawing and Design.. 0 0 0 2 0 2
Drawing and
Appreciation 0 0 0 1 0 0
Design 0 0 0 1 0 0
Total 52 11 39 23 8 49
It is obvious that the majority of offered, special-
ized courses are placed in the ninth grade. These courses
are usually very interesting and tend to satisfy the ado-
lescent's needs and interests of a more advanced and tech-
nical nature. Only too often these interesting courses are
open only to the gifted few.
im' I
Table 2 is adapted from a more recent survey —'^of




bearing out this same point, the increase of offered courses
culminating in grade nine.
Table 2. Number of Junior High Schools in which Art is
Offered or Required Before and After Revision.
dourses in Art
Grade Offered Required
Before After Before After
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
7 34 33 33 29
8 35 32 27 23
9 25 30 4 5
It is evident that the majority of offered, specialized
courses are placed in grade nine.
Recent surveys also show that there is a tendency to
lengthen the periods of work to fifty minutes or over.
The fact that a larger number of courses are offered and
that the periods are lengthened would indicate that art is !
I





The Senior High School
|
The status of art education in the high school is
|
beset by pitfalls in the form of educational prejudices and
!
i/ A. K. Loomis, et. al
. ,
The Program of Studies
. National
|survey of becondary Education, Bulletin No. 17 > Monograph INo. 19, Office of Education, Washington, 1932. p. 79. !

traditions that do not reach the Junior high school. This
is due, in part, to the art teacher who is unaware or who
i
ignores the psychological and sociological importance of his
1
mission. This predicament in the high-school curriculum |
I
leads the present writer to devote more time and space in
,
I
the discussion of this problem in the hope that he may set i




a high-school art course based on psychological factors and
sociological objectives.
Tradl 1 1 on . - -Art education in the high school has had
|
to contend with:
1. The rising emphasis on vocational training and the
consequent loss of interest and time for liberal
courses
.
2. College entrance study and requirements and the
resulting loss of avocational interest due to lack
of leisure time.
However, some cities are coming to realize the educa-
tional value of successful art courses, and they are placing
art credits on a par with academic credits.
Even today one may hear the cry that art is merely a
tool subject requiring deft fingers. The same person will
undoubtedly say that art is a luxury for the talented few.
Today these concepts stand refuted, though some educators
refuse to recognize the educational value of art in the
curriculum.
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Psvcholop;lcal factors .--The art educator is increasing-
ly conscious of the psychological and physiological factors
which he must consider in order to correct the quality of
art instruction in the high school. The quality and crea-
tiveness of the high-school student has been found to be
inferior to that' of younger children; it is too often imi-
tative, stereotyped, and thus weaker. According to the
Nortons,-^"In secondary-school age, pupils become more crit-
ical of their v;ork, and the impulse to create is expressed
less strongly than in their earlier years."
These writers would arouse interest in creative work
through the explanation of art principles and their daily
applications
.
A more thorough analysis of the psychological problem
p/
is given by Munro,*^ who offers three characteristic traits
of adolescence as guides for the psychological planning of
the high-school art program:
1 . Growth of intelligence- for which art education
should be more reflective and thought-provoking to
the adolescent; not only must he do, but he must
know why. Coupled with increased manual skill, the
high-school student must have appreciation and
historical background. The child should develop
1/ Op, cit., p, 445.
2/ William S. Rusk, editor. Methods of Teaching the Fine Arts
The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1935*P*3 1 .
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a critical attitude as well as appreciation. He
should be able to Judge for himself.
2. Consciousness of self- in which the adolescent be-
comes aware of individual differences and may be
led to a more personal study of the arts, whether
it be biography or portraiture. Realization of
this factor should make old lessons more interest-
ing.
3. Sexual development- with its heightened emotional
activity and imaginative sind aesthetic sensitivity,
should be utilized rather than ignored. A know-
ledge of the importance of this factor would make
lessons more meaningful for both teacher and pupil.
Added importance would be given to lessons of appre
elation of sculpture and the human figure, -^and in
romantic and picturesque pictures which are exclud-
ed, at present, but which can be made to illustrate
and intensify the study of clothing, textiles, de-
sign, and ornament.
Sociological factors .--Art has so many connections with
modem life that it is not at all difficult to find suitable
subject matter in the life of the high-school pupil to illus'
trate art principles. To name only a few important phases:
the fine arts, the arts and crafts, art in industry, art in
commerce, art in the home, and art in the community.
TT Harold Rugg, op.cit., p. 379*
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Koos writes: 1/'‘Teaching which does not reflect life is
futile." Too frequently this has been true of teaching in all
subject fields, but the abstract art lesson is giving way to
the newer art lesson based on social objectives.
In spite of the aforementioned problems which art educa-
tion in the high school must solve, art has become increasing-
ly supported as an offered subject ^and the tendency is to
decrease art as a constant in grades eleven and twelve.y
The grade placement and the increase of courses offered in the
revision of better than average high schools is shown in
Table 3, adapted from data from the National Survey.^
Table 3* The Number of High Schools in which Art




9 10 11 12
(1) (2) (3) W C 5 )
Before revision 24 28 27 22
After revision 26 33 31 27
It is interesting to note the increased number of
schools offering art courses after revision and the marked
increase for grade ten.
\J Leonard V* Koos, The American Secondary School . G-inn and
Company, Boston, p . 4^9 .
~
2/ National Survey, Monograph No. 19, op. cit., p. 172.
y Ibid., p. 179.
y Ibid., p. 191.
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In the National Survey of Secondary Education ^^art is
adjudged a *' justifiable constant in High School to meet the
avocational aims of the newer secondary school programs.'*
2/
In 1926 three of fifteen cities selected by Counts —
'
for his survey had put art on the prescribed list as a con-
stant in high school, and Los Angeles prescribed two art
courses or one art appreciation course.
The Art Educator's Mission
The writer of this thesis feels that the art educator
can best contribute to our modern educational system by
making the art course of study flexible enough to meet the
needs and interests of the whole group* Not only must art
aid, and be aided by, the every-day contacts of the child,
•5/
but it must take cognizance of the native impulses -^inherent
in the child iriiich are ready to aid the teacher. Following
are listed four impulses analyzed by the followers of be-
havioristic psychology:
1 . The manipulative impulse- at first aimless, then
activity consciously used for experimentation*
2 * The investigative impulse- mental and bodily act-
ivity used for experimentation*
1/ Op* cit., p* 280.
2/ George S. Counts, The Senior Hip:h School Curriculum .
Supplementary Educational Monograph, University of Chicago,
Illinois, 1926* p* 111 .
^ Walter H* Klar, et. al.. Art Education in Principle and
Practice
. Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Massachusetts,
1933. P* 101 .
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3* The aesthetic impulse- preferences for certain ob-
jects, forms, colors, and materials in art and natur
4. The social impulse- to do and share with others in
common problems; the gregarious impulse*
Utilizing the above impulses of the child, the art teach
er must also utilize social, leisure-time, and vocational
interests, thus breaking down the strong emphasis on special-
ization in our modern secondary-school art courses.
The art educator will become an important factor in the
education of the future if we are to believe some of the
thinkers of present-day education. According to Rugg,^
•'The educator's supreme function as educator is to lead the
community in the study of society." The art teacher is es-
pecially important if the social aims of education are to be
realized. Who is in a more strategic position to av/aken the
public to higher standards, taste, and regard for art in
daily living ?
We are living in a machine age, and the machine makes
mass production possible. It is, therefore, the inevitable
agent of our society. The machine, however, need not be
thought of solely in terms of its utilitarian purposes.
It may add beauty to every phase of the ordinary world of
the masses for which it does its work. According to Norton,-^
IT Op* cit*, p* 323*
2/ Op. cit., p. 445 .
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it may do these things if the artist and the teacher see
their responsibilities in a new light.
Few of our children will become artists, and art ed-
ucation in the new industrial era will have less and less
to do with frames and pedestals and more to do with peopl
and their life
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A STUDY OF ART OBJECTIVES
j
I
Old Objectives of Art Education
Early beginnings .— The introduction of drawing in the
public-school curriculum of the United States was casual,
and the proponents of the new course of study hoped for
little more than technical skill and manual dexterity as the
outcome. The drawing course instituted in the Boston school i
in 1821 -^was mainly geometric design and outline drawing
by the copy method.
During the next forty years drawing was introduced into
the city schools of Philadelphia, New York City, Baltimore,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, and many other cities in the east-
ern part of the country. In 1848, however, William Minife 2|[
of Baltimore advocated the following:
"To get good designers we must take the proper
means for educating, and if v/e should make drawing a
branch of common-school education, we should have an
opportunity for selecting those who evidence superior
talent for the art and at the same time, by improving
the taste of all, we should create in many an appre-
ciation of the beautiful, and consequently very much
extend the consumption of art productions."
It is interesting to note that in I87I Walter Smith





was made director of art education in Massachusetts. He had
been brought from England, a country whose industrial su-
premacy v/as unquestioned. It is quits certain that drawing
in Massachusetts aimed primarily to contribute to American
industry, in an effort to compete with foreign industrial
design*
The industrial aim *-- In his ’’American Preface"—'^of art
education, Professor Langl of Vienna wrote in 1875 that art
education in America, ’’is justified by enduring consider-
ations of educational and industrial policy.’’ In recapit-
ulating the function of art education, Langl wrote;^
’’Skill and taste are mainly the product of educa-
tion. It is only upon workmen who have been suitably
educated in science and art, especially in art, that
we can securely count to carry our manufactures to any
high pitch of excellence. Back of the skilled, artist-
ic workman, needs to be a public taste to create a de-
mand for his products, and to stimulate him to greater
efforts . ’’
Please note the secondary position assigned to the con-
j
sumer phase of Langl ’s objective. In present-day art classesi
we tend to stress the development of consumer appreciation
rather than that of the producer.
Another exponent of the industrial objective wrote
in 1877:
IT Joseph Langl, Preface to, Modem Art Education . L. Prang
and Company, Boston, 1875. P* iii.
^ Op. cit., p. xxxiv.
'^/ George Ward Nichols, Art Education Applied to Industry.
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1877 • P* 23
•
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”The interests of society and commerce require
that drawing should he one of the studies in common-
school education. Besides the advantage of higher
culture, it is asserted with great force that, in order
to establish and maintain those industries into which
taste and beauty enter, the children in all schools
should be taught to draw.”
Nichols points to the wisdom of this policy by attri-
buting to art education in England as giving her preemi-
nence in the commerce of many important industries. It is
important to know that art education in America was profound
ly influenced at this time by European aims and practices.
In a series of lectures —/at the Massachusetts School
of Art (then the Massachusetts Normal Art School), Walter
Smith set forth a broader interpretation of art aims than
he had heretofore attempted. He said of drawing:
”It may help the mechanic to become a better work-
man, the professional man to devise or understand great
construction projects, and the general public to know
and appreciate the true and beautiful in nature and
art • ”
Is this conception of the function of art education
different than that which we advocate today ?
P/At a later date J. Edwards Clarke wrote
’’Everything conspires to urge on the general intro
duction of elementary art training in the schools of
the people, so that the pupils may be best fitted for
that subsequent technical art training which shall
enable them to enter at once upon this inviting field
of labor.”
vWalter Smith, Lectures Upon Drawing. Rand, Avery and
Company, Boston, 16S2. p . 7 •
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This was a purely vocational objective, though Clarke
hoped to see an American culture and industrial excellence
comparable to that of early Florence.
In 1892 John Ward Stimson,—'^principal of the New York
Institute of Artist-Artisans, published a book for art stu-
dents and teachers. His conclusions contain a multitude of
inaccurate terms dealing with aesthetics, philosophy, logic,
and the arts. Hov/ever, Stimson devoted a few sentences at
the end of the book to state his '‘curriculum".
"Our Curriculum is: -promptly and clearly to show
students those Vital Principles, Absolute Laws, and
G-erminal Elements of Beauty which underlie all good art
work. To carefully preserve, as with natural plants,
the freshness of their Individuality, (without stunting
by mechanical or artificial means), to help it unfold
wholesomely, and cultivate wisely its Sentiment, Taste,
Imagination, Artistic Judgment and Observation, as




A chanp;lnc; philosophy.-- At the beginning of the twen-
|
tieth century art education was still primarily interested '
in the industrial importance of its mission. However, the
impetus of the narrow vocational aim was gradually v/eakened.
Typical of this quasi-industrial philosophy in art education
is the following excerpt ^from the pamphlet published by
the National Sculpture Society:
"The material advantage of a general appreciation
|
of Art will tell upon the welfare of our people, and enter
j
IV John Ward Stimson, Practical Conclusions of. Principles '
and Methods in Vital -Art
.
The Lotus Press, New York, I89S. i
I
2/ Art as an Educational Force And a Source of Wealth.
National Sculpture Society, The Willet Press, New York,1905»P«| 2
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into their daily lives, enriching and ennobling their
thought, improving their morals, and beautifying the
product of their hands in all trades and industries."
It is apparent, then, that at the turn of the century
the educational implications of the art course of study,
especially the consumer phase of it, v/ere beginning to mani-
fest themselves.
Newer Objectives of Art Education
Present-day discrepencies In spite of the increased
emphasis put on the clear definition of objectives, it is
not uncommon to hear much -'beating about the bush' when the
aims of courses of study are discussed. As far as the art i
course is concerned, much of the terminology in current use
hampers the student of art objectives. In many cases am-
biguous words and phrases must be carefully analyzed as to
Intended meaning, rather than literal translation.
Assuming that the curriculum-builder does state his
objectives clearly and concisely, we expect him to build
his course of study in the light of these objectives.
However, this is not always the case, and recent surveys ^
reveal that the educator may disregard his objectives, wholl;i
or in part, or he may build his course to include much more
than he implied in his original statement of objectives.
It is evident, then, that a study of objectives cannot
1/ Robert S. Kllpert, et. 8.1., Instruction in Music and Art .
National Survey of Secondary Education, Bulletin No. 17,
Monograph No. 25, Office of Education, Washington, 1932. p.6^i.
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altogether ignore subject material and methods*
The diversity of art ob.1 ectlves . Merely a preliminary
examination of art objectives is enough to prove the great
difference of opinion between art educators concerning the
general and specific functions of the art course of study in
the public schools of the United States.
Professor Whitf ord —/of the University of Chicago has










I. General Art Objectives
To develop control of small muscles (mind, hand, eye)
More extensive drill and practice for technical skill
Observation of the beauties of nature and the things
about us
•
Training in originality, invention, and Imagination.
To teach fundemental principles of art.
To give a knowledge of color harmony.




An introduction to perspective, foreshortening and
convergence.
II. Special Art Objectives
1. Ability to understand and appreciate art quality in
nature and art.
2. Ability to produce art quality in various forms.
Training of pupils who may become leaders in the
movement to raise aesthetic standards, styles, and
taste.
4. Interesting, encouraging, and preparing talented
pupils to enter the profession of art teaching.
5. To develop better citizenship, a richer, broader,
more cultivated life and the influence for good that
will come from this.
Professor Whitf ord' s lists cover much ground and leave
little untouched. On the other hand, it is to be noted that
many of the educators compiling objectives place special
1/ Good, op. cit., p. 209 - 213 .
I

emphasis on one or more phases of their respective theories;
for example the individual, vocation, society, appreciation,
and self-expression.
Note the strong emphasis Cheney —'^puts on the develop-
ment of individual character in his list of art objectives.
1. Individualization: creation in art is individualizing
to the human being.
2. Integration: organization about a center; the order-
ing and enrichment of the whole life.
3. Cultural Broadening: to develop self -growing inter-
ests; spiritual, aesthetic, and intellectual.
Just as an individual may emphasize a particular phil-
osophy of art education, so may a city-school system or state
espouse a particular theory of art pedagogy. Thus we find a
New York State plan, a Massachusetts plan, a Pennsylvania
program, and so on down the line till the objectives of these
i
plans fairly make an unending list, little suited for practi-
cal purposes.
When Royal Bailey Farnum made his report on the status
of art education, he disclosed that the New York State plan
placed its emphasis on the industrial phase of art Iji all the
I
p;rades . This plan stated in its aims, "the development of
|
social intelligence and appreciation through understanding
"ij Sheldon Cheney, "Modernism in Art Education", Design
(September, 1935) 37 J 3-'^«
2/ Royal B. Farnum, Art Education . United States Bureau of
Education, Bulletin No. I3, Washington, 1923* P* 8.
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the things of the environment.” (food, clothing, shelter,
written records, utensils, tools, machinery, and light.)
This same report ^stated the Massachusetts aims as:
(1) appreciation; conscious interest, sensitiveness to
aesthetic experience, and (2) beauty in expression.
The Pennsylvania Program -^listed the following aims:
(1) discover talent, (2) direct talent, (3) train teachers,
(4) make posters for various purposes, and (5) city beauti-
ful projects.
The Detroit and Los Angeles plans -^named as their
objectives: (1) the appreciation of beauty in nature and art,
(2) teaching the fundementals of drawing and design centered
around the person, home, school, commerce. Industry, and
civic life.
In the Salem, Massachusetts, plan ^we find the broad
aim of the art course too general for practical use: "to
develop taste and general culture."
Carter V. G-ood Vcomplled a list of sixteen art object-
ives which he gathered from a survey of large city courses
of art study. One criticism of these objectives is that they
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criticism is that no attempt is made to organize the object-
ives into two or more classifications, thus giving the whole
list unity and strength.
Objectives of Art Education in Secondary Schools ^
1* To discover aptitudes.
2. To develop creative power.
3. To cultivate a sense of beauty in form, shade, and
color.
.
4. To develop good taste and aesthetic Judgment.
5* To awaken appreciation of the best in the life of
persons
.
6. To develop power of expression.
7 • To develop artistic taste and skill.
8. Clearing and fixing visual impressions through draw-
ing.
9. Individual aquisition of drawing as a means of in-
terpretation.
10. To develop fundemental intellectual processes.
11. To promote citizenship.
12. Worthy home membership.
13* To develop art appreciation.
14. Proper use of leisure time.
15* Discrimination in matters involving taste.
16. Enjoyment of leisure.
The general classification of art objectives. -- In the
monograph ^dealing with art instruction, the National
Survey found that art objectives divided themselves under
three general headings, (1) appreciation, (2) creative
ability, and (3) self-expression. The frequency of these
objectives as found in a survey of fifty-six art courses in
forty-two cities in twenty-two states was the following:
58 per cent course objectives for appreciation
22 " •• " " " creative ability
29 ” ” •' ” ” self-expression
IT G-ood, loc. cit.
2/ Op. cit., p. 46
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(1) Appreciation: appreciation is defined by Miss
Mac Donald i/as, ’’awareness and openess of mind in concentra4
ting on the subject”* Pelikan -^makes two of his four art
tenets those of appreciation: (a) ability to judge and dis-
criminate between good and bad examples of fine and indus-
trial arts, and (b) appreciation and enjoyment of all act-
,
ivities for recreation, leisure, and happiness*
(2) Creative Ability: creative ability is another class-
ification of importance included in the art aims of the
National Survey, and we find Pearson's -^/interpretation of it
as follows: ’’Creativeness and the social attitude from the
study of the present art productions, rather than idealiza-
tion of the dead past*”
Again Cheney it/oontributes: ”***the production of the
co-ordinated, richly living, creative man”* One of the chief
aims of art, Thomas Munro -^writes, is ’’the ability to organ-
ize experiences creativel y* rather than on the memorizing of
facts about art, or the aquiring of technical skill along
stereotyped lines”*
1/ Art Educatron Today. Teachers College, Columbia University
1935. P. 27.
2/ Alfred G* Pelikan. ’’Art Tenets”, Deslp:n (April. 1936)
37: 6-7.
Ralph Pearson, ’’Modern Art and the Education of Youth",
Desip;n (October, 1935) 37 * 214*
4/ Loc* cit*
Albert C* Barnes, compiler. Art and Education
.
Barnes
Foundation Press, New York, 1929* p* 218*
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(3) Self-expression: self-expression, the third object-
ive of art courses in the National Survey, is Ross’-^fund-
anental objective. Ross modifies this term as "purposeful"
self-expression. He further develops specific objectives
from his original one; these specific objectives are based
on time, environment, and the type student.
An active worker in art education, Margaret Mathias
writes the following: "An adequate art course must provide
for developing ability for self-expression and for under-
standing the expressions of others."
At Columbia University Shapiro -^/gives added meaning
to the term self-expression when he speaks of "intimate,
truthful representation".
It is evident that an effective list of art objectives
gathers strength in its briefness and compact organization.
A Selected List of Art Objectives
for Secondary Education
The classification of objectives .-- In developing the
following list of art objectives for the secondary school,
it was found practical for all purposes to divide the list
into two general groups, according to the broad, underlying
1/ George K. Ross, "Fundemental Objective of Art Education",
School Art Magazine (February, 1937) 36: 328-330.
2/ Margaret E. Mathias, The Bep;lnnlnp;3 of Art in the Public
School, Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1924. p. 1
.
3/ Op. cit., p. 78
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functions which they represent. In this manner, each phase
of the main objective is clearly indicated, thus relieving |
much of the ambiguity commonly associated with the general
statement of art aims.
It will be found that the objectives of this thesis
come under the general headings of appreciation and skill .
It has been the work of this thesis to list under these
headings every specific and practical aim which the art ed-
ucator might emphasize in some particular class in the art
course of study.
The appreciation objectives .— The appreciation function
of education is increasingly emphasized. We now hear of art
for life's sake or art for living, rather than art for art's
sake. In this thesis appreciation has been analyzed from
the simple, pleasure-giving aim down to the fundamental and
functional consumer-conception of appreciation which plays
such an important role in our new social scheme of educa-
tion.
In most secondary schools the appreciation course is
part of the general program of study and it is usually re-
quired of every student. This type of art course attempts
to adjust the child to his physical and cultural environment,
giving him an awareness and understanding of his surround-
ings rarely achieved by any other single course of study.
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objectives were those of appreciation.
The Appreciation Objectives
1. Art activities should bring enjoyment for recreation.
2. The art course should develop potential leisure-
time activities.
3. The art course should discover for the child new in-
terests related to art activities.
4. The art course should develop a deeper attentiveness
to aesthetic taste in nature.




to aesthetic taste in things of daily use.
j
6* The art course should give the child ability to dis- ij





7. The art course should give knowledge of the present
j
I \
art expressions of the race in terms of todays socialj
and economic changes
.
8. The art course should give the child an insight into i
vocational and industrial aspects of art as it is
today,
9* The art course should develop an interest in art pro-
cesses as well as the final product.
The skill objectives .-- In the early days of art educa-
tion in the public schools skill was the sole aim of the
art or 'drawing* course. Please note that the art educator
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merely for skillful production of the copy-book variety (ex-
actness of detail)*
This thesis has analyzed skill from simple, graphic
self-expression to the more functional skill required for
specialized processes and vocational activities.
This type of art course in which aesthetic skill, in
varying degrees, is the objective has found a place on the
offered list of our secondary schools and is both vocational
and avocational in character. Courses of this type form a
stable foundation on v/hich the student may build vocational
and avocational interests.
The Skill Objectives
1. The art course should give the pupil an opportunity
to learn aesthetic self-expression with emphasis on
clear, spontaneous expression.
2. The art course should develop in the pupil the
aesthetic expression of ideas and objects.
3. The art course should develop the ability to organ-
ize experiences graphically.
4. The art course should give the child an insight into
the aesthetic interpretation of objects of experiencej
I
5. The art course should put the individual's powers of
imagination to v/ork.
I
6. The art course should discover, guide, and encourage
those pupils of special ability in art.
7. The secondary-school art course should give increased
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practice in the media of art expressions.
8. The art course should conduct creative activities
directed toward the solution of contemporary affair^
9* The art course should conduct creative activities
to furnish an insight into the vocational and Indus*
trial aspects of art and related fields as it is
today*
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THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
COURSE OF STUDY IN ART
The Course of Study in Art Education
Art courses of study in the American educational system
vary considerably as to size, volume, format, and complete-
ness. According to the National Survey, 1/ "The printed or
mimeographed courses of study vary from a single statement
of general objectives only to a complete, detailed, definite
guide covering all phases of instruction."
Many new courses of study in art include suggestions on
hov7 to teach by means of problems, activities, or projects,
and some of them contain definite bibliographies by grades
or topics.-^
Most courses are constructed as guides and are quite
flexible. In the investigation made by the National Survey 2if
it was found that only five per cent of the art courses under
consideration were definitely prescribed.
"L/ Monograph No. 25, op. cit., p. 53 .
£/ Art Appreciation , op. cit.




Placement . -- Again v/e turn to the authoritative findings
of the National Survey
"There is a general spread of all art topics througli
every grade in the secondary schools ... .With the except-
ion of stage-design, clay modeling, and metal craft, all
topics were found as low as grade seven through twelve.
"The courses of study offer no clue as to the man-
ner of determining the grade placement of topics in art.
"General art in the ninth grade is usually con-
sidered a prerequisite for other more specialized art
courses. After this prerequisite has been fulfilled,
pupils may elect any of the art courses offered in the
tenth, eleventh, or twelfth grades."
Time allotment .-- "The time allotment to the different
art topics seems to have been determined arbitrarily
rather than scientifically. Visitations and interviews
with teachers revealed a tendency to vary the time
allotments from those printed in the course of study in
order to meet the needs and talents of different groups
of pupils."^
The flexibility of the newer courses of study are appar-
ent when the curriculum is developed on the basis of large
units, for art work in one form or another is going on more
or less continually. In the Rochester Junior High Schools
drawing is alloted no time, one period, one and one-half
periods, or two periods weekly, depending on the type of
curriculum
.
Offered and required .-- From data gathered by the
National Survey ^we find that in all grades the courses
1/ Op. cit., p. 53.
2/ Ibid., p. 50.
3/ The Junior High Schools of Rochester. New York . The Junior’
High-School Council, Rochester, New York, 1923* P« I05 .
4/ Monograph No. 19, op. cit., p. 45.
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offered most often, judging from the titles listed, are gen-
eral courses in the graphic arts, which appear in the table
as "drawing".
"A decrease is shown for the ninth grade as com-
pared with grades seven and eight, in the number of
schools in which general courses are listed, but there
has been very little consequent increase in the number
of specialized courses. "i/
Table 4. The Number of Junior High Schools in which Specific




7 B 9 7, 8 9
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Drawing
Freehand
i^7(36)^ 41(26) 27(10) 46(39) 40(30) 30(8)
drawing 6(5) 8(5) 15(1) 4(3) 4(2) 4(0)
Art 1(1) 1(0) 2(0) 3(3) 5(2) 8(0)
Design 2(1) 6(2) 5(0) 0(0) 2(2) 2(1)
a/ Adapted from Monograph No. 19, National Survey. Ibid.,
Table 12.
^ Numbers with required courses are shown in parentheses.
Subject material .-- The National Survey finds that
although definite improvement is shown in relating the ob-
jectives of art to current educational thought, the select-
ion and organization of subject matter in general do not
show a comparable change. "In one course of study with ob-
1/ Ibid., p. 46.
2/ Monograph No. 25, op. cit.. p. 47.
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jectives in harmony with current educational theories , under
the title of "Creative Expression", the subject matter starts
with the academic formal study of 'type forms'...*"
The selection of subject material for the art course
I
of study must reckon with the variables of present-day civil4
ization. It must take into consideration the varying ages
and stages of development and it must recognize that com-
munities differ widely in economic and cultural status and
viewpoint
.
The Nortons i/list six of the most common bases for
selecting the content of art courses as:
1. Capitalizing on real experiences of children in and
out of school.
2. Allowing the child to follow his own creative im-
pulse .
3. Analyzing adult needs in the field of art.
4. Observing activities, interests, and skills of child-
ren at different ages to discover their art needs.
5. Supplementing units in the elementary social studies
and English courses with art activities, and adding
units which offer definite art information as it is
needed.
6. Listing basic art elements and fundamental principles
to be presented to children and deciding how to incorp
orate these factors of art instruction into the daily
program of teaching.
The break down of the subject-centered curriculum is
well-illustrated in the Fort Worth, Texas, school system.
Several courses in the secondary schools are related to the
social-studies core. The various subject-matter fields are
utilized as they contribute to the understanding of the
major problem without regard to subject-matter division.
w Op. cit., p. 459.
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In the field of art these activities are suggested from
"Education and Culture in Texas’’:^ "Develop pictorial re-
presentation of the Spanish missions. Draw pictures depict-
ing Texas folk-lore, life on the range,...."
In Burbank, California,^the programs of study focus
instruction on human activities in contemporary society and
significant child experience, while at the University of
Ohio School,^" ... .the arts are indispensable to the building
of exhibit shelves, the making of maps, friezes, oil paint-
ings, and booklets."
The Newton Junior High School
Course of Study in Art Education (193^)
G-eneral alms and ob.lectives .-- The art course of study
for Newton, Massachusetts, junior high schools is titled
"Nature, Art, and Art Appreciation". The introduction
states
"The function of Art Education in the junior high
school is to teach children to see and appreciate beauty
in the realms of art and nature; to aid them to think
clearly and express emotional experiences in the lang-
uage of line, mass, and color, and to develop the use
of leisure time in an intelligent, enjoyable, and pro-
fitable way.
^ Henry Harap, editor, The Changing Curriculum. D. Appleton
Century Company, New York, 1937. p. 229.
^ Ibid., p, 243.
y Ibid., p. 271.
4/ Nature. Art, and Art Appreciation. The Junior High Schools
of Newton, Massachusetts, 1934^ p. 6.
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"Comparatively few pupils are talented and will
enter the field of creative art. However, all are con-
sumers of art and are therefore artists in the field of
appreciation. A knowledge and understanding of art
helps to make living itself an art."
Subject material-G-rade VII.--
*1
. Abstract Design ^^6. Lettering
<*2. Color *7 • Nature
3. Craft Problems ^^8. Perspective
4. Illustrative Problems Picture
5. Landscape Gardening
Subject material-Grade VIII.--
•*^1. Color Reviev/ 7. Pencil Sketching
*2. Design 8. Pen and Ink Sketching
Craft Problems Perspective
Illustrative Problems ^10. Picture Study
5. Lettering 11. Poster Design
*'*•6
. Nature 12. Study of Beautiful
Dwellings
Subject material-Grade IX.--
*1. Art in Dress ^=7* Lettering
2. Art in Make-up 8. Nature
‘^3* Craft Problems 9. Perspective
4. Design Review 10. Posters
5. Figure Drawing 11. Still Life
*6. Illustrative Problems
^ Required subjects.
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The New York City Course of Study
in Art Education, Grades VII and VIII (1931)
Al
Alms of the course .-- Following are listed the art aims
found in the New York City elementary-school course:—^
•‘The enrichment of life and the enjoyment of leis-
ure through an appreciation of beauty in nature, in fine
arts, and in industrial production.
”The encouragement of of creative expression which
results in the joy of accomplishment, by affording the
pupil many opportunities to express his individual ideas
and experiences through art.
"The development of good taste in the individual
and in the community.
"The development of youthful, artistic talent by
special training and stimulating guidance in order that
ability may be made productive in service of society.
"The conservation by the community of acceptable
ideals and canons of beauty against attempts to debase
artistic taste and judgment."
The course of study for Grade VII .--
1 . Nature Drawing and Painting
2. Picture Study
3* Pictorial Drawing and Representation
4. Color and Design
5. Art in Lettering
The course of study for Grade VIII .--
1. Nature Drawing and Painting
2. Picture Study
3* Pictorial Drawing and Representation
4o Color and Design
5. Art in Lettering
6. Art in Dress (Optional)
l/ Art for Elementary Schools. Grades la-3b
.
Board of
Education, City of New York, 1931. p. 5.
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The Springfield Junior High School
Course of Study in Art Education (Circa 1922)
G-eneral alms .— The following aims serve to guide the
Springfield, Massachusetts, art curriculum.-^
’’The great purpose of art education in Junior high
schools is first the cultivation of taste in, and the
application of that taste, as cultivated, the home, the
dress, and eventually to the business of those whom it
trains
•
’’The power to draw or to express oneself graphic-
ally is the second great aim; sufficient power with the
pencil to give adequate expression to an idea, to record
Impressions of things seen or imagined.”
The course of study for G-rade VII .--
First Semester Second Semester
Nature Drawing Representation





”lt is not absolutely required that all of the work
outlined be completed if conditions sometimes become unfavor-
I
able or classes very slow."
The course of study for G-rade




i/ Art Education for Junior Higji Schools
.
The Springfield
Public Schools, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1922. p. 2.
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The course of study for Grade VIII (Concluded)
First Semester Second Semester
Lettering Constructive Design
Art Appreciation Color Study
"G-rade VIII classes may follow the work outlined in
three different forms. Boys may choose woodwork, metal work,
and printing. G-irls may choose art appreciation and home
furnishing.
"
The course of study for Grade IX .--
(Only girl’s courses listed.)
A. First Semester A. Second Semester
Lettering Lettering
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The Boston Junior High School Syllabus
in Art Education (1931-1932)
Introductory note »-~ The art course of study for the
Boston Public Schools is prefaced, in part, by the follow-
ing notations: 1/
"Art education is quite evidently accomplishing
its original purpose of lending intrinsic value and
charm to the industrial products of our country. It
is believed that v/ithout diminishing its practical va-
lues Art may also contribute much to civil and social
welfare through refinement and taste.
".... Moreover, Art implies not only sensory but
emotional experiences necessarily personal and sincere.
This outline definitely attempts to guide emotional ex-
pression through intellectual control."
Sub.lect material .-- The art work for grades seven, eight,
and nine is organized under four general headings:
Representation Abstract Design
p/Art Appreciation —' Pictorial Design
Daily lessons are dated and outlined as to alms, procedures,
and materials.
Time allotment .— Art work for both the seventh and
eighth grades is alloted eighty minutes each week.
The time allotment for grade nine is l60 minutes each
week; four 40-minute periods or preferably two 80-minute
periods each week.
l/ Special SvlTabus in Art Education. G-rades VII-VIII-IX
,
School Document No. 5» Boston Public Schools, 1931* Po 4,
2/ Separate outline provided for Art Appreciation.
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The Philadelphia Junior High School
Course of Study in Art Education (192?)
G-eneral aims and ob.lectives According to the Phila-
delphia art syllabus:-^
’’....the true function of art education in the
public schools is to teach children to appreciate beautj)
in the realms of nature and in the field of art, in
order that they may enjoy those fine things in life
v/hich exert an ennobling influence upon man's spiritual
being.
"The teacher should be concerned primarily with
the development of appreciation of beauty and aesthetic
judgment in all children, rather than technical pro-
ficiency. ’’
The course of study for Grade VII .
—





The course of study for Grade VIII .--





The course of study for G-rade IX .
—
Fall Term Spring Term
IT Course of Study in Art Education. G-rades 7-8-9 , School
District of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1927* P«
loorlct sxi^
(T^9X) noi,lwaouJt>S :i'iA rti ^X:i;o& to 62*1^00
-^XirH fc/rfcf snXMoeoA . aav XJiyeuV'iQ .pag CfcX^ Ijg^oat>€‘
LiA-^’r CX^e «iriqI©JE>
9iX;j ciJ no JjI
B
J*rB “ic no K'yni;* fai Hr\^ exXJ^. . . /’
^ix/iv©& e^alcoqgiJt? ^•.•iLXXiir rioi?^ i o^ Ssi aXcodce cXIcfi/q
nJt tirra to BliJ nl 'x'le V .BinX/iF^ ©rfw Hi
elXX r.X arjXl eaoi-^ \cX.r: ^fur y.sc^ j’jsril 'i^5'io
lec^i’tiqt fir’iijifl. miq-j' oer.2 o Claf ^irilctonuv rrjr A'-X*fw
r\Mr/ •^XfrCitrii'iq Jje;norViAC s<f ; Cu Ae.lcay
J
enT** •
c iwU ii.«9£ Jb^ii: X fToXo’^i; .'iqrB la ;fra;,:q^Xe(v^;jj
-QTq XjL>©XAiir.»i ruiifj- .Av^'iXfirio XX/y nl
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/J'li^t 'IjjXoX^ r-^rriiecf^s J
iTOi^i 'zSbvjILI
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Qel:::^r .nciljacr^ tnA ni v^.jTl t STi c^-
• ^ ^'-TSCX .t^itiavX'r^rX'J^ ,V,l,'qXolxIiri,^ v^oZiutiiG ,
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The course of study for Grade IX .-- (Concluded)
Fall Term Spring Term
Lettering Design
Color Illustration
Design History of Art
Picture Study
Time assip;nment .— Ninety minutes each week is to he
given to this work in grades seven, eight, and nine. One
double period is recommended.
Summary of Junior High School Courses
in Art Education
General evaluation .— The primary purpose of the third
chapter of this thesis is to provide an understanding of the
factors which might possibly influence the development of a
graphic-arts course for grade ten. Although this thesis
recognizes the importance of these concomitants, it also be-
lieves that the subject-matter background should be given
primary consideration in considering an advanced course.
Therefore, only a brief evaluation of secondary factors will
be attempted.
The objectives of the five courses of study in art may
well fall into two natural groups; those of appreciation and
those of skill. Noticeably reticent in its statement of aims
is the Boston syllabus,i/whose aims for grades seven, eight,
i/ Op. cit., p. 4.
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and nine are: (1) the individual aim, and (2) the civil and
social welfare aim.
Art topics are generally spread throughout r^the Junior
high school with the same topic carried on throughout the
three years. However, with the exception of Boston and
Philadelphia, some attempt toward differentiation is usually
found in the ninth grade, and in rare cases, like the Newton
course, there is a partial and progressive change of art
topics from year to year.
The flexibility of these courses of art is usually in-
dicated in the general introduction, and in one case, the
Springfield course, definite plans of work are suggested
substituting the original plan and aimed at meeting the vary-
ing needs of certain classes and groups of students. The
Newton course requires certain topics and offers many more
which the student may elect to take during the course of the
year.
Subject-material evaluation .— A survey of the five
junior high school courses of study in art reveals that cer-
tain principles and aims are universally taught as a basis
for further study in the field of fine arts. All the courses
surveyed include one or more design topics which are mainly
a study of art principles and their orderly and aesthetic
application; subtopics under design are found to be repeti-
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Boston syllabus i/notes of design, "....the basic laws of
order are as simple and teachable as the rules of arithme-
tic."
Also common to all the courses is the study of color .
The importance of color cannot be overestimated and a know-
ledge of color theory, separate and in combinations, is a
fundemental prerequisite for appreciation and technical pro-
ficiency.
The New York City course .^notes that, "A study of coloi
and design contributes largely to the development of good
taste.
"
Nature study or nature drav;ing is common to every one
of the courses examined. In these courses the fundemental
principles of nature and art are compared, usually stressing
the basic laws of design and color as they apply to both
nature and art. From the Philadelphia course -^/we find:
"The study of both nature and art reveals to the
child that art forms created by man are based upon the
lav;s of order in nature; that is, the principles of
design are the result of man’s intelligent study of the
causes and effects of natural beauty."
Illustration or pictorial drawing is also common to
every course of study. This topic is mainly concerned with
the aesthetic application of art principles, in graphic
form, to the creative work of the student.
1/ Op. clt., p. 8 .
2/ Op. cit., p. 7.
^ Op. cit., p. 3.
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Letterlnp; is also found in every course of study. In
the Boston syllabus it Is a subtopic under design. The
Springfield course ^notes that, ’’In the study of design
produced in the past we find that good letters are one of
the highest and most lasting forms of art."













Summary .— A brief survey of five Junior high school
courses in art education reveals useful data in formulating
a graphic-arts course for the tenth grade. The five urban
centers under consideration are reasonably typical of the
large, eastern city-school system. The graphic-arts course
developed by this thesis will of necessity reckon with urb-
an civilization found in our larger eastern cities.
The following conclusions are derived from the brief
survey of these five courses of study in art:
1. Certain basic art principles and laws are in-
corporated into all art courses, thus laying a firm
foundation for advanced study in the fine arts. These
basic art principles and laws are usually found in art
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color , and letter-
Iss*
2# The remaining art topics found in these courses
are differentiated to supply needs and interests of
appreciation and skill. Topics for appreciation vary
from picture study to beauty in the home , in dress . in
make-up
.
and in the communit y. Topics designated penci!
pen and ink , pastel , crayon , and charcoal are provided
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CHAPTER IV
THE PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE GRAPHIC-ARTS COURSE IN GRADE X
The Newspaper Topic
The newspaper is sometimes more familiar to the ado-
lescent than to his parent. A high-school teacher writes 1/
of, "....a little girl who copied Nell Brinkley's drawings
until she was another Nell Brinkley."
The art instructor in the secondary school finds many
boys and girls who are influenced in their everyday tastes
and judgments by the nev/spaper, whether it is the lurid
tabloid or the better class paper. This instructor may be
instrumental in guiding the wholesome growth of these young-
sters by correcting false ideals and impressions gained by
indiscriminate reading interests, and he may develop last-
ing tastes and discriminations for worthwhile publications.
It is entirely possible that the pursuance of the act-
ivities connected v;ith the nev/spaper topic in the graphic-
arts course will discover nev/ interests and will enrich
others for the student.
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THE NFT/VSPAPER 1
Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro.lects
1. Function of the
Nev/spaper in
the Community
'iThat newspaper services affect you
and your family ?
Plan, in outline, a newspaper offer-
|
news
ing you, your family, and your com-
munity better services.
Survey and evaluate local nev/spapers
for the nature of news presentation.
Draw up a code of ethics for the pre-
sentation of nev/s
.
advertising Make a scrap-book illustrating ethics
in advertising in local newspapers.
the cartoon Study and compare cartoons as they in-
fluence the public in politics, so-
cial problems, and world affairs.
Make rough cartoons to influence your
school, club, scouts, and community.
the comic strip Determine the responsibilities of the
comic strip in American life.
Create a comic-strip subject; evolve
it from above criteria.
2* Historical
Background
Study early lettering of cave drawings
tablets, scrolls, and manuscripts.
alphabets Adapt early lettering to modern cap-
tions, streamers, and leads.
Visit the local museum and library
and study early Anerican bulletins
and nev/spapers.
illustrations Study pictures and drawings in early
American newspapers and pamphlets.
1
Study reproductions of monastic man- 1
uscripts for illustrations found in 1
illuminated capitals.
!
-liK o bus: •'iuc\
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Evolve criteria for effective front--
page layouts.
1
front page Improve some front pages of local
newspapers
.
advertising Make rough sketches of pages contain-
ing advertising copy and illustrationii
departments Sketch some pleasing arrangements for




Sketch illustrations of some current
items of school interest in media
represented in newspapers.
line Make a celluloid etching.
mass Make black-and-white brush drawings.
5* Media of
Reproduction
Visit local newspaper printing-rooms
and follow processes from linotype
machine to press.
letter press Watch letter-press process.




Study the importance of papers in prin i
ing; effect on type, photos, and illuu
trations
.




One finished piece of work in any
medium studied; it must be original;
it must fulfill some definite need.
Criteria for judging the exhibition:
1. worthwhile social function
2. reasonably original
3* reasonably well-executed.
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The Magazine Topic
54
Numeroua investigations have been conducted to deter-
mine the nature of adolescents' interests in magazines.
Pressey i/o ites the instance of a scholar who posed as a
clerk at a newsstand to find information on childrens' taste|^
in magazines.
Jordan's studies -^reveal that girls soon turn to adult!
magazines, and that magazines such as "True Stories" have a
large appeal for the adolescent. Substantiating evidence
is presented by Averill,-^whose studies of a group of junior
I
high school girls show the following magazines are among the|
I
most popular: "Love Story", "Detective Stories", "True
Stories", and 'movie' magazines.
Activities on the magazine topic should attempt to pre-
sent to the graphic-arts class the better type magazine
found in the community. Basic ideals and criteria should
be evolved from the activities of this topic, and these
criteria should be accepted by the students as their ideals
and standards.
The appreciation lesson, as it applies to the magazine
and any other publication read by the adolescent, can be an
i/ 3 . L. Pressey, Psychology and the New Education , Harper
and Brothers, New York, 1933. p. 6l
.
zj Arthur M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Reading.
University of North Carolina Press, 1926
.
( revlsedf” 103 P*
^ Lawrence A. Averill, Adolescence. A Study in the Teen
Years
. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1936
.
p. 196.
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important factor in individual character development and
also in developing social awareness and ideals.
THE MAGAZINE
Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro.lects
1* Function of the
Magazine in
the Community
’^at magazines are found in your home?
What needs are served by these maga-
zines? Hobbies? Pleasure? Profession-
al?
literature ’.Vhat is the nature of their literary
material?
'Mass' versus 'class' magazines.
departments Do special departments meet the needs
of your community?
Organize a scrapbook illustrating the
variety of magazine departments.
advertising ’iVho does the advertising appeal to?
Compare the nature of advertising in
several magazines.
f eatures Compare 'mass' and 'class' magazines
for: (a) price (b) popular appeal
(c) social appeal (d) format
2, Historical
Background
What are the most important develop-
ments in the history of the magazine
in the United States?
mechanical
f eatures
Compare old and newer magazines for
format and mechanical features.
’JVhat caused the changes you see?
Technological advance?
Social evolution?
literature Compare present and past types of lit-
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Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro .jects
3* Format
cover
Survey your magazines at home and
draw up a practical format for the
ideal American magazine.
What are the principles of design gov-
erning an effective magazine cover?
Sketch a series of covers for your
school magazine.
Do local magazine-covers fulfill good
standards of cover design?
advertising Is advertising always appropriate to:
type magazine? community? social
background?
Is advertising always envisioned and





Improve some advertisement in some one
way, hov/ever slight.
Sketch several layout sheets for
streamers and captions of departments
in your school magazine.
Make a scrapbook showing good and bad
examples of the layout of illustra-
tions in relation to the printed page >
List, in order of frequency, the media
found in magazine illustrations.
pencil
pen and ink
Make several rough sketches in some of
these media suitable for reproduction
in your school magazine.
painting
etching
Make several rough sketches in other
of these media suitable for repro-




Produce one finished piece of work in
one of these media; it must be origin
al in conception and style, and it
must serve some local use.
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Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro.lects
5. Media of
Reproduction
vYhat is the relationship between
production and reproduction?
letter press Why are some media better suited for
magazine reproduction?
Find early reproductions of 'photos’
in magazines and compare to modern
reproductions
.
Y/hat is the reason for the differencei
lithography Find Important developments in the
history of color photography.
Make several camera 'shots' with new
inexpensive color films; follow the
principles of good color, design,
and form.
6* Materials Compare several magazines for the
quality of materials.
paper Does texture of paper influence the
lettering and illustrations?
Explain this affinity.
Make a scrapbook illustrating the ira-
ink
portance of materials on aesthetic
achievement
.
Develop projects of the same nature
for inks.
plates Study the use of zinc, copper, and
aluminum plates for reproduction.
How do metals affect the line-cut
j






One finished piece of work in any i
medium studied; it must be original;
it must fulfill some definite need.
1
Criteria for judging the exhibition:
|
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As in the case of newspapers and magazines, the book
plays an important role in the lives of adolescent boys and
girls. Many children read more books during this age than
they ever have before or ever will afterward.
Pressey ^/writes: "Relatively early, girls become ad-
dicted to romance and love stories and sentimental trash
(a level which many of them never seem to leave); and by the
middle teens they are reading adult fiction."
The high-school boy of this age loses interest in his
scout or adventure stories and begins to read romance and
short stories.
It is safe to assume, then, that a novel approach to
the problem of book appreciation is quite timely in the ten-|
I
th grade. These youngsters' interests in books can be uti-‘!
lized to motivate activities of an appreciational nature.
Unworthy ideals may be forestalled, and self-imposed criteri^
may be evolved from the carefully planned program of activi-
ties, both prescribed and elective.
Needless to say, ideals and appreciations of this sort
v/ill involve both social and aesthetic principles. Work
produced by the students of the graphic-arts class is based
on social worthiness and reasonably aesthetic technical per-j
f ormance
.
IT Op, cit., p. 83
,
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Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro.lects
1. Function of the
Book in the
Community
Survey the books found in your home.
How do they serve your family ?
pleasure 'iVhat books have you read recently
just for pleasure ?
hobbies Find and list several 'hobby' books
you would like to read.
humor What sort of humor do you read ?
Are you aquainted with Mark Twain's
books ?
literature Do you ever read books for style and
form rather than for plot ?
poetry Ask your teacher for such a list.
Roughly illustrate some of your poetry
pleasure, and hobby books.
2* Historical
Background
How did early civilization keep writ-
ten records ?
tablets Design a book title-page adapting the
letters from the cuneiform alphabet.
manuscripts Design an 'ex libris' book plate for
yourself adapting the letters from
old G-othic or Romanesque capitals.
printing Re-design the book jacket of your fa-
vorite book using criteria and ex-
perience developed from previous pro-
blems .
illustrations Exaoiine copies of illustrations done
by Durer, Holbein, and Da Vinci.
1
Illustrate your favorite story-book
using an appropriate medium.
Design end-papers for another book.
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Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro jects '
3. Format Select several effective and pleasing
book jackets.
jacket Formulate principles governing the
good design of book jackets.
title page Letter several title pages for your
books, and re-arrange units to your
taste
.
illustrations Study the relationship of the printed
|
page and the illustration. 1
Examine different types of illustra-
tions: symbolism, realism, design.
end-papers Study the affinity between typography




List the media used in illustrating
books
pencil Make some pencil sketches to illus-
trate a story.
pen and ink Select one of the above and render in
pen and ink.
etching Select another and render With cellu-
loid etching. i
painting Paint a v^ater color sketch in three
colors for a book jacket design.
Collect copies of oil paintings print-j
ed for magazines and books.
block
printing
Design and cut a linoleum block suit-
able for an end-paper pattern.
5* Media of
Reproduction
Study the possibilities of the use of
artistic media in book-illustration.
letter press Find out how the photo-engraver makes
it possible to reproduce art v;ork.
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Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro.1 ects
lithography Study the process of engraving from
stone
.
Visit a lithographer’s shop and follow
each step of the process.
Make a trial lithograph of a simple
subject on an aluminum plate.
60 Materials List the various materials represent-
ed in the covers and bindings of the
books in your home.
binding Try a simple Japanese binding to bind
some one of your scrapbooks.
paper Compare textures of papers found in
newspapers, magazines, and books.
ink Attempt a 2, 3, or A-color block print
paying special attention to the deli-




One finished piece of work in any
medium studied; it must be original;
it must fulfill some definite need.
Criteria for judging the exhibition:
1. worthwhile social function
2. reasonably original
3 . reasonably well-executed.
The Poster Topic
According to an authoritative volume on contemporary
graphic design, -i/ posters may be considered as car cards,
dash cards, wall hangings, cut-outs, outdoor cards, and
windov/ and other displays.
The adolescent boy and girl undoubtedly meets several
1/ Leon Friend, and Joseph Hefter, G-raohlc Design
,
Whittlesly House, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated,
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of these poster units throughout the day, either in the
I
community or in the school. Posters are placed conspicuousH
ly in the marketing and shopping centers, in popular vehi- i
I
cles of transportation, and on school bulletin-hoards, with
j
the aim of giving information in a manner sufficiently in- |
1
teresting and compelling to promote good will and to obtain I
I
favorable action on the part of the observer.
Many of the adolescent's judgments and attitudes are
influenced by the poster and it is safe to assume that this
medium of influence will continue to affect him throughout
his life. As in the case of other publications, the appre-
ciational and critical study of the poster aims to give the
student an intelligent awareness of an important social and
economic factor in his community.
P.elated interests and skills may be aquired and devel-
oped incidental to this main objective, thus contributing
to the whole development and growth of the young citizen.
1
THE POSTER
Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Projects
, Function of the
Poster in the
Community
’iThat uses are found for the poster in
your community ? In your school ?
attract
attention
Select several posters that attract
the most attention and find elements
common to all
.
Study posters for: 1. local interest
2. aesthetic attraction
3* psychological reaction.
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Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro.iects
advertising Make a poster in three colors to ad-
vertise your favorite hobby.
news
1
Improve some local posters by changing]




Try to find copies of early American
bulletins and proclamations.
Trace the influence of early Japanese
prints on the poster.
early Trace the rise of the modern poster;
Cheret's posters of Sarah Bernhardt.
European Study modern English, G-erraan, and
Italian posters and their influence
on American poster-design.
American Study Mexican posters; propaganda ?
Read of American experiments in design
at the New Bauhaus in Chicago*
Make several rough layout sketches for
school posters using unconventional
j
and original techniques and styles.
3 • Layout
lettering
Make many rough experimental pencil
sketches of useful posters using
simple block lettering.
design Make the lettering an integral part
of the design.
color Make many experimental color notatlonsl





Find out why the poster lends itself
to very few media.
tempera Show how tempera is ideal for poster
design. Illustrate with several
rough tempera paintings, and make









Related Creative Problem-Pro .lects
V/hen is block printing ideal for post-
er work ?
Make a small poster utilizing a lino-
leum block.
Study local posters to determine how




Visit your local museum and study li-
thographs .
Observe local posters for peculiaritie
of the lithographer's art.
i
What are the functions of letter-press
printing in poster-making ? to the
book ? to the magazine ?
Reproduce a small original poster
using an aluminum plate rather than
the lithographer's stone.
Discover the affinity between the
materials and the technique of poster
making;
Between technique and subject,
Between subject and purpose,






Understand the use of poster-board in
production and the use of paper in
reproduction.
Experiment with paints and inks to
discover the great differences be-
tween the two
.
One finished piece of work in any
medium studied; it must be original;
it must fulfill some definite need.
Criteria for judging the exhibition:
1. worthwhile social function
2. reasonably original
3* reasonably well-executed.
. J..‘f i .0 v; <8- m
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The importance of the billboard in the American com-
munity is well illustrated by the organization named
”The Outdoor Advertising Association of America'*. Constant
improvement in art and equipment, and vigilance in avoiding
offense to public opinion, have made this association a
pov/erful factor in molding the ideas of the American con-
sumer and his children. One advertising expert writes:^
"The wanton defacement of a single park, boule-
vard or landscape may offend a whole community, and
the reasonable desire of human beings to preserve the
beauty of their surroundings cannot safely be chal-
lenged. "
The graphic-arts topic on the billboard v/ill not at-
tempt to study the problem as it has been so many times by
aesthetes and womens' clubs; rather it will attempt to give
the billboard an important place in the community, and as
such must be regulated as a social and economic force sub-
ject to public approval or disapproval.
The student in the high school should be able to dis-
criminate, both as a citizen and as an intelligent consu-
mer, betv/een good and bad in the location and the nature
of the billboard. This student will be made aware of
social responsibilities which will serve to integrate his
experiences as a citizen of the school and of the commu-
nity.
IT Carl Richard Greer, Advertisinp; and Its Mechanical Pro
duction
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Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro.iects
! Function of the List the billboards you pass on your
1





Do they fit into their setting ?





billboards you see every day ?
II
V
Find common elements in all of them.






’.Vhat adjustments are necessary ? 'iVhy?
1 news Sketch a local billboard and make one
adjustment to Improve it in: setting,
aesthetic quality, sales power.
2* Historical Read of the billboards in Philadelphia
i









illuminated Trace some recent developments of ira-
panels portance.
Improve one local billboard by uti-
1
1
lizing some art device or technique.
1
1 3 • Layout
:





lettering Re-design the lettering of several
1
'
billboards to fit your criteria.
1
!
design Are local billboard-designs fitting
and proper for your community for:
aesthetic level ? social level ?
1
economic level ?
illumination Find the differences in color theory
between light and pigment.





sketches, plans, and models.
1
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Prescribed Topics Related Creative Problem-Pro.lects
4, Media of
Production
Survey local billboards to determine
how original copy was executed.
painted
bulletins
Ho'w many are painted on the site ?
Hov/ many are reproduced ?
photographs Trace the development of photography
in newspapers, magazines, books, and
billboards
.
5 . Media of
Reproduction
Trace the use of color-photography in
magazines and billboards.
Take some 'photos’ for use in a def-
inite problem of billboard advertis-
ing.
Try to find a billboard whose con-
struction is based on the subject to
construction
be advertised, and note the affinity
between subject and materials.
painting 'jVhatch the painting of a billboard.
Look for materials, plans, and
methods
.
lithography Note the type of bulletins that are
made of lithographed sheets pasted
on panels.
What factors make lithography a neces-
sity in certain types of billboards
6, Materials Study the affinity between textures
and media.
paper Find advantages, uses, and the adapt-
ability of the materials used for
sheet metal the billboard.
ink How can the wise use of materials
improve your local billboards ?
paint Make 'photos' of several billboards








One finished piece of work In any
medium studied; It must be original;
It must fulfill some definite need.
Criteria for judging the exhibition:
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ORGANIZATION OF THE GflAPHIC-ARTS COURSE
FOR GRADE X
A Basic Philosophy for the Graphic -Arts Course
Social implications of the course *-- In meeting the
problems presented by the changing needs of society, the
new education has assigned to the subject of art a signi-
ficant place in the school program. It is believed that
there is need on the part of the public for sound knowledge
of those principles of art which may be used in everyday
life.
The graphic-arts course attempts to teach the art prin-
ciples by practical and everyday application rather than by
learning activities of an abstract nature. Basic ideals,
concepts, and appreciations are directly applied to things
close to the adolescent’s life, and a minimum of technical
attainment is asked in those activities furnishing a back-
ground for further leisure-time or vocational persuits.
In other words, the graphic-arts course recognizes
community problems and it attempts to meet them by develop-
ing worthy social attitudes, appreciations, and skills in
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Providing: for adolescent Interests .-- The graphic -arts
teacher can utilize adolescent interests and impulses by
incorporating them into the educational program of activitiej$
of his course.
The secondary-school student is fairly surrounded by
the graphic arts. Adolescent boys and girls are notorious-
ly avid readers of one sort or another,-^whether it is the
comic strip in the nev/spaper, the special feature in the
magazine, the adventure or romance story-book, or the pro-
minently displayed poster and billboard.
The philosophy of the graphic-arts course depends, in
a large measure, on the Important role the graphic arts
play in the child's life. The graphic-arts course attempts
to study an important phase of the child's local situation,
mainly the graphic representation which he and his community
cannot help but come into contact with in the pursuit of
their rational existence.
It is important that the art educator should give the
young citizen a knowledge of and an appreciation for the
art principles as they directly affect him in his daily
contacts. According to one noted art specialist ,^"Art is
the butter on the bread of life." It is possible for the
1/ Averill, op. cit., p. 19^.
2/ G-eorge H, Edgell, Address to the 29 th. Annual Conventior.
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art educator to help the young American eat the bread of
life v/ithout choking, and the graphic-arts course attempts
this very thing.
Placement of the course .-- The placement of the graph-
ic-arts course in the tenth grade is conditioned largely by
accepted administration of the art course of study in the
secondary schools.
Earlier in this paper lAt was indicated that art has
become increasingly supported as an offered subject, and the
tendency is to decrease art as a constant in grades eleven
and tv/elve. The grade placement and the increase of courses
offered in the high school is graphically presented in
Table 3* It is interesting to note that the increase of
schools offering art courses is greatest in grades ten and
twelve and that the peak is reached in the tenth grade.
As in the case of some high-school systems, this paper
plans to offer the graphic-arts course as an appreciational
elective course in the tenth grade which may be substituted
for any two studio or skill courses in the art program.
This plan is found in Los Angeles on a prescribed basis
rather than on an elective basis, and many other prescribed
plans are at present in operation.-^
The graphic-arts course, as an appreciational course.
1/ p. 16.
2/ Counts, op. cit., p. 111.

22
attempts to counterbalance the undue practice of excessive
specialization in the secondary-school art program. At the
same time, it provides for special abilities with a flexible
program of differentiated activities.
Articulation of the course .-- A selected survey of
five Junior high school courses of study in art education
was instrumental in formulating the graphic-arts course for
the tenth grade. The selected urban centers included in the
survey range in population from over 30,000 to almost seven
million. The graphic-arts course developed by this thesis
necessarily reckons with American urban civilization.
Summary findings of this brief survey revealed that the
adolescent entering the tenth grade has been exposed to cer-
tain basic art principles and laws on which the graphic-arts
course bases its program. This knowledge is usually in-
corporated into the following art topics: nature
.
deslg;n and
composition , color , and lettering;.
The survey also revealed that the student entering the
tenth grade has been given the opportunity to develop cer-
tain appreciations and skills. Topics for appreciational
development range from picture study to beauty in make-up,
and topics for developing skills are designated as: pencil
.
pen and ink , linoleum , pastel . crayon , and charcoal .
Student growth and development are provided for, and
the student’s aims are adequately recognized.
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The Aims and Objectives
of the G-raphic-Arts Course of Study
Determining the objectives «-••• In accordance with the
findings of the second chapter of this thesis on art object-
ives, the graphic-arts course is guided by two lists of ob-
jectives, those of appreciation and those of skill.
Under each of these two major aims are listed specific
objectives which are constantly guiding the teacher of the
graphic-arts class as he plans and organizes his subject
material, his methods, and his materials; for these object-
ives are to reward his efforts with desired outcomes.
It will not alv/ays be possible to give equal emphasis
to every one of these objectives, and in some cases it may
be desirable to emphasize some objectives to the total ex-
clusion of others. The particular local educational, social
cultural, and economic situation may justify such action by
the instructor of the graphic-arts class.
However, the selected list of objectives compiled for
the graphic-arts class will be listed ‘in toto', and every
lesson of each topic should tend to bring the class nearer
the attainment of some one or more of these objectives.
This thesis attempts to clarify the connection between
the objectives of the graphic-arts course and the activities
within the graphic-arts topics; learning activities should
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The appreciation ob.1ectlve3 >— The appreciation func-
tion of the graphic-arts course attempts to adjust the child
to his physical and cultural environment, and it hopes to
make him conscious of the practical relation of art to life.
It also gives him a sound background for later work if he
wishes to continue in art.
The appreciation function of the graphic-arts course
can be attained by developing in the student definite con-









The graphic-arts course should develop potential
leisure-time activities.
The graphic-arts course should discover for the
student new interests related to art activities.
The graphic-arts course should develop a deeper at-
tentiveness to aesthetic taste in things of daily
use.
The graphic-arts course should give the child abilit|jr
to discriminate between good and bad examples of
fine and industrial art.
The graphic-arts course should give knowledge of the
present art expressions of the race in terms of to-
day’s social and economic changes.
The graphic-arts course should develop an interest6
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^
in art processes as well as in the final product.
7. The graphic-arts course should give the student an
insight into vocational and industrial aspects of
art as it is today in his community.
The skill ob.lectives .— Although most of the children
in the public schools will not become artists, the skill
motives of the graphic-arts course will tend to develop abili-
I
I
ities v/ith respect to certain basic standards of excellence
|
of an aesthetic, rather than mechanical, nature.
These skill activities will enrich and amplify the ap-
preciational value of the course. There is at present a
definite school of thought which believes that appreciation
cannot be taught v/ithout actual motor experience. 1/
Of equal importance, the skill aim hopes to stimulate
respect for the work of the artist and the skilled artisan
by actual creative endeavor on the part of all the pupils.
The Skill Objectives
1. The graphic-arts course should develop the ability
to organize experiences graphically.
2. The graphic-arts course should give the pupil an
opportunity to learn aesthetic self-expression with
emphasis on clear, spontaneous expression.
3. The graphic-arts course should put the individual’s
powers of imagination to work.
1/ Bennett, op • cit., p. 10.
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4. The graphic-arts course should discover, guide, and
encourage those pupils of special ability in art.
5. The graphic-arts course should give increased prac-
tice in the media of graphic expression.
6. The graphic-arts course should conduct creative act-
ivities directed toward the solution of contemporary!
affairs
•
7* The graphic-arts course should conduct creative act-
ivities to furnish an insight into the vocational
and industrial aspects of art and related fields
as it is today in the student's community.
Classroom Procedures
of the Graphic -Arts Course
Time allotment .— Although it is desirable to have a
flexible plan of apportioning time to the activities in the
course of study, some definite system should be devised to
guide the classroom teacher. The following time allotments,
though arbitrary, can be easily adjusted to the local ed-
ucational situation.
Total number of major topics of work 5
" "
” subordinate topics of work. 35
” "
" weeks in school year 36
This system gives each major topic seven weeks, thus
giving each subordinate topic one week. The remaining week
of the thirty-six may be split and used at the beginning
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and at the close of the school term for routine administra-
tive tasks necessary to conduct the class organization.
It is advised that the graphic-arts class should meet
three 40-rQinute periods each week, or, better still, two
60-minute periods each week. According to this plan each
subordinate topic receives two clock hours, and each major
topic receives fourteen clock hours.
|
Topic organization .— The graphic-arts course of study
is composed of five major topics. These topics have been
chosen because of their proximity to the life of the student
at this grade level, and because of the differentiated char-
acter of the activities potentially ready to engage the
student's interests and abilities.
It is firmly believed that the appreciations and skills
developed from the performance of these activities will tend!
to stimulate the grov/th of the affective nature of the young
citizen.
These topics of activity are made up of material fund-
emental to the study and understanding of the publications
which are daily constants in the lives of the adolescent
i
boy and girl. These publications include the newspaper
.
j
the magazine , the book , the poster , and the billboard . The
study of each topic will include:
1. Introductory presentation,
2. Exhibition of supplementary materials,
I
3* Questions and general discussion,
j
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4. Experimental attempts of a technical nature !
(individual or group work),
5 . Exhibition and guided student evaluation,
6. Development of related problem-projects, and
7 . Exhibition and group evaluation.
Related creative problem-projects .-- Each topic of the
graphic-arts course of study is composed of prescribed act-
ivities forming the skeleton from which related activities
of a creative nature may develop.
I
The related activities in the graphic-arts course are
elected by the students to suit their individual interests
and abilities. This is an attempt, of course, to provide
for individual differences and may become the most stimulat-
ing portion of the entire activity program.
Although these activities are suggested by the teacher,
they are only partial indications of the infinite possibili-|
i
ties each topic may hold for the creative impulses of each
j
pupil. Each one of these related activities may inspire
original problem-project activity.
Some problem-projects may lend themselves to group act-
ivity, and two or more students may make a cooperative enter'
prise of it. The recent gain in favor for socialized pro-
cedures in secondary education justify such group activity
in the graphic-arts class.
At the completion of the topic each student or group
of students will exhibit one finished piece of work. This '
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may be the result of either the prescribed or related act-
ivity, but in any case it should originate with the student
and it should be carried cut in his chosen medium.
Classroom oet-Up and Organization
Equipment «— The graphic-arts classroom should be
equipped with individual work desks specially designed and
constructed for use in general art work. These movable work
desks are easily adjusted to meet the needs of art pupils
and are generally part of the equipment of most secondary-
school art classes.
Of equal importance are easels; one dozen sit-down and
one dozen high easels should be included in the graphic-arts
classroom. These easels may be in constant or part-time
use, depending on individual and group projects carried on
by the students.
Two or three block-printing presses should be found in
the graphic-arts studio. These small units should be placed
on cabinets or high benches or long work tables and may be
easily moved about by any student.
Standard equipment for etching on copper, zinc, and
aluminum is usually too expensive for the typical high schoo
but the teacher’s ingenuity can make etching a part of his
class activities. Wet-wash wringers are excellent substi-
tutes for etching presses when celluloid is used Instead of
metal plates. The use of celluloid is practical, for it
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eliminates the use of expensive and dangerous materials.
A wet-wash wringer should be part of the equipment of the
graphic-arts studio.
Needless to say provision should be made for the pre-
sentation of slides or moving pictures, and the studio shoulp.
be equipped with either or both stereopticon and moving-pic-
ture projectors.
It is recommended that the graphic-arts studio be
equipped with built-in horizontal or vertical compartments
for the use of individual students in storing away materials
and work.
Space should be provided for the exhibition of student
v/ork, illustrative and supplementary materials, and visiting
exhibitions. The use of cork or fiber panels for bulletin
boards has been found excellent in exhibiting such materials
In the last analysis the graphic-arts studio does not
require equipment not already found in the ordinary general-
art classroom. However, the serviceability and effective-
ness of the equipment depends in a large measure on the in-
genuity and imagination of both the students and the teacher
Materials .— The standardization of the materials used
in the graphic-arts class will undoubtedly out their cost
to some extent. Large items such as paper and paint are
best suited to standardization.
Most of the work will be of an experimental nature,
and it is advised that large newsblocks (18 by 24 inches)
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be used for general work of this type. This paper is inex-
pensive and lends itself to experimental work with almost
any medium. The very nature of the paper is conducive to
quick, free expression, rather than labored and stilted
drawing.
In accordance with many of the planned activities,
tempera paint, commonly known as poster or powder paint, maj’
be used almost exclusively. Students may mix large quanti-
ties of this paint every week and thus cut down the cost of
buying small jars of ready-mixed paint.
The graphic-arts supply cabinets should contain stand-
ard art supplies ordinarily used in high-school art classes;
these should include pencils, pens, ink, chalk, crayon, wa-
ter-color paints, and charcoal.
Provision should be made for materials to be used in
special projects. Such materials may include: oil paints
and panels, linoleum blocks or panels, celluloid panels for
etching, various grades and types of papers for special
media, and illustration board.
The graphic-arts teacher should possess a comprehensive
collection of illustrative material, both graphic and in the
round. This material should be sufficient to supplement his
short introductory lectures and also to be used by the stu-
dents as reference material.
The instructor of this class should possess, or be able
to obtain, slides and moving picture films to introduce.
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supplement, or review his topics of work. Educational slide
and films can be of utmost value in the teacher's treatment
of historical evolution, present trends, and the social im-
portance and interaction of the graphic-arts with society.
;
1
The 'studio* idea .— This thesis presents the graphic
-
arts course and houses it within 'the studio'. There is
little reason to differentiate between the socialized class-
room and the art studio, but many high-school classrooms are
direct manifestations of unsocial conditions.
The studio does not depend on its equipment, materials,
I
or seating arrangement for its name. Rather, the studio
|
depends on the degree to which the students feel the studio
atmosphere and participate in individual and cooperative
enterprises. The studio is the student's outward manifest-
ation of his awareness and acceptance of social ideals.
The graphic-arts teacher should attempt to eliminate
any factors which might Influence the studio concept in a
negative manner. Seating arrangements and other admlnistra-
!
tlve problems should be determined by the types of activitie
under consideration, and in no case should the studio organ-
ization fall under arbitrary rule.
3
It is believed that a healthy social atmosphere can be
developed in the graphic-arts studio and that the teacher
may attain this goal with these considerations
t
1. Socialized subject content.
2. Socialized methods and devices of presentation.
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3. Socialized classroom procedures.
4. Socialized mechanical set-up.
5. Sympathetic and unbiased guidance.
6. The student's growth in self-evaluation*
Measuring the Results
of the Graphic-Arts Course of Study
Testing the art curriculum .-- The newer art curricula
place emphasis on the development of attitudes and appre-
ciations and thus deal v/ith emotional direction and guidance.
According to Bossing:1/ I
"The education of the emotions has been frankly
acknowledged as of equal, if not of greater importance
in the educational program of the secondary school than
the aquisition of factual knowledge, or the development
of the potential ability to attack and resolve problem
situations .
"
Although appreciation, or the education of the emotions,
I
has been conceded an important place in the educational pro-
j
i





"It is admittedly difficult to test and measure
the results of art education, especially where the
general aim is the development of attitudes and appre-
ciations and not the aquisition of knowledge nor the
development of skills."^
However, it is believed that the teacher of the graphic-
arts class may measure the products of learning activities
1/ Nelson L. Bossing, Progressive Methods of Teaching in
Secondary Schools
. Houghton Mifflin Comoany, Boston, 1935.
P. 572.
2/ National Survey, 1932. Monograph No. 25, op. cit., p. 64.
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of his classroom if he makes use of existing standardized
tests and parallels this with experimental classroom pro-
cedures of a subjective nature.
Testing for appreciational objectives .— The teacher
of the graphic-arts class should attempt to measure both
aesthetic and social appreciation. Graphic-arts activities
are motivated by socoi- economic considerations and should
be evaluated as such.
Both aesthetic and social appreciation are made up of
attitudes and qualities that are vaguely sensed and poorly
defined, but these appreciations are also based on certain
intellectual knowledges. AEsthetic appreciation tests have
been devised and standardized and are based on certain wide-
ly recognized and general qualities of aesthetic principles.
Following are listed three of the better-known standardized
tests on art appreciation:
1. Norman G. Meier, and Carl Emil Seashore, The Meler-
Seashore Art Judgment Test
.
Bureau of Educational
Research, University of Iowa, 1929. 125 P*
2. Margaret Me Adory, The Me Adory Art Test
.
Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York, 1929. 72 plates.
3. Erwin 0. Christensen, A Test in Art Appreciation
.
Harvard University Press. (Out of print. New edi-
tion in process of revision.)
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The graphic-arts teacher should devise several long
tests containing specialized, differentiating, and specific
1
items testing social appreciation. In the last analysis this
sort of test will measure the student's understanding and
i
practical application of art to everyday life.
Testing for skill oh.lectives .— Testing for skill may
I
be of two types in the graphic-arts class; art talent tests
to determine special native abilities and capacities, and
art technique tests to determine special skills in various
media.
Art talent tests may be of value in establishing indi-
vidual criteria for beginners in the graphic-arts class,




In any case, the measurement of skill should not give
the student a false notion of the importance of manual skill
for the appreciational objectives are emphasized in the
graphic-arts class. Following are listed some standardized
art-ability tests:
1. Linus V/ard Kline, and Gertrude L. Carey, A Measuring
Scale for freehand Drawing. The Johns Hopkins Press.
2. A. S. Lewerenz, A Test of Fundemental Abilities in
Visual Art
.
South California School Book Depository,
Ltd., Hollywood, California, 192?
•
3. Alma Jordan Knauber, The Knauber Art Ability Test .
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Averill, Lawrence Augustus, Adolescence, a Study in the Teen
Years
.
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1936. vi4496 p.
The text is supplemented by case studies including
pertinent data on adolescent reading interests.
Bossing, Nelson L., Prop;ressive Methods of Teaching in
Secondary Schools
. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston,
1935» xvi4704 p.
Contains a chapter (Chapter VII) on the theory and
practice of educating for appreciation.
Jordan, Arthur Melville, Children's Interests in Readinp;.
University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, 1926 (revised). 105 P*
Report of investigations, 1917-1925, to determine
children's interests in magazines, books, and public-
ations; containing such interests for grade X.
Koos, Leonard V., The American Secondary School
.
Ginn and
Company, Boston, 1927. xii+755 P*
Contains a brief statement of the aims and content
of the art course in the secondary school with special
emphasis on consumer appreciation, p. 499-503
•
Pressey, S. L., Psychol op;y and the New Education . Harper and
Brothers, New York, 1933 • xxxi+594 p.
A comprehensive volume on educational psychology
containing pertinent material on children's reading
interests. Chapter IV.
Rugg, Harold, and Schumaker, Ann, The Child-Centered School
.
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1928.
xiv+359 p.
Contains ten chapters in which the arts are intro-
duced to education to develop the v;hole child.
2. Art Education
Art Education Today, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1935'li 86 p.
An annual devoted to the problems of art education,
as they are met in theory and practice; contains materi-
al on art appreciation in the high school.
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Barnes, Albert C., compiler, Art and Education ^ Barnes
. Foundation Press, New York, 1929. x+3^9 P*
A compilation of articles on art and education in-
cluding pertinent material by Thomas Munro, John Dewey,
and many more; contains a criticism of the Graphic
Sketch Club by Lawrence Bueimieyer*
Crankshaw, Harold G., "The Graphic Arts in an Industrial Pro-
gram", Eastern Arts Association Bulletin (November, 1937
28 : 8-12 ,
A report on the practical application of the gra-
phic arts to fulfill consumer-training objectives.
Farnum, Royal Bailey, Art Education. The Present Situation
.
United States Bureau of Education, Bulletin No. 13,
Washington, 1923* 20 p.
Analysis of a questionnaire disclosing objectives
and emphasis of art education from 1920 to 1922, in-
cluding a one-year course in art appreciation in the
New York City high schools.
Good, Carter V., "Objectives and Status of Art Education in
Secondary Schools", Journal of Educational Method
(February, 1928) ?: 209-213.
An analysis of high-school courses of study con-
taining comprehensive data on art objectives.
Haggerty, Melvin, "Art a Way of Life", Desip;n ( December, 1938)
37: 23.
A 'statement of the hypothesis emphasizing the natu-
ral relationship prevailing between art and normal liv-
ing for every human being.
Hilpert, Robert S., and Pierce, Anne E., Instruction in Music
and Art, National Survey of Secondary Education, Bulleti
No. 17, Monograph No. 25, Office of Education, Y/ashingto
1932. vii+68 p.
Survey Investigations of trends of art education in
secondary schools, containing material on art objectives
and the art course of study.
Klar, Walter H., et. al.. Art Education in Principle and
Practice , Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Massachu-
setts, 1933. viii+422 p.
A practical guide discussing objectives, subject
material, methods, and administration of the art course
of study; contains lesson plans and photographs.
Langl, Joseph, Modern Art Education , L. Prang and Company,
Boston, 1875 . xlix+161 p.
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Ross, G-eorge K., "Fundemental Objective of Art Education",
School Arts Magazine (February, 1937) 36: 328-330. !
A brief discussion of the term ’self-expression’. |
!
Rusk, William S., editor. Methods of Teaching the Fine Arts ,
The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, 1935* X4220 p.
Pertinent articles on the adolescent and art in
the secondary school by Thomas Munro and Beatrice Van
Ness •
Whitford, William G-., An Introduction to Art Education ,
D. Appleton-Century Company, Incorporated, New York,
1937 (revised), xix+391 P*
A comprehensive study of art education in America;
improving the art course of study by surveying art
needs in American life.
3 . The Curriculum
Art Appreciation
. Board of Education, High School Division,
New York City, 1930. 135 P*
The required art appreciation work of the New York
|
City high schools including a topic on the G-raphic Arts 4
Art Education for Junior High Schools , The Springfield Public;
Schools, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1920. 47 p.
A Course of study in art education making pro-
vision for the curricular needs of students through
differentiated art courses.
Art for Elementary Schools. G-rades la-8b « Board of Education,
City of New York, 1931* 128 p.
A syllabus of art education supplemented by a val-
uable collection of additional topics and a good bib-
liography.
Counts, George S., The Senior Hlsh School Curriculum . Sup-
plementary Educational Monograph, University of Chicago,
Illinois, 1926. xii+160 p.
An investigation regarding curriculum practice in
fifteen senior high schools from coast to coast; con-
tains pertinent data on art courses in the high school.
Course of Study in Art Education, Grades 7.8,9. . School
District of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1927. 38 p.
A course of study emphasizing appreciation and
containing supplementary plates, charts, illustrations,
and photographs.
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Harap, Henry, editor, The Chanp:.lnp: Ourrlculum
.
D. Appleton-
Gentury Company, New York, 1937 • xi-t351 p.
A "dynamic presentation" of the department of
supervisors and directors of instruction and the society
for curriculum study; contains evaluations of outstand-
ing cases of curriculum development.
Loomis, A. K., et. al., The Prop:ram of Studies
.
National
Survey of Secondary Education, Bulletin No. 17, Mono-
graph No. 19, Office of Education, V/ashington, 1932.
x-t340 p.
Contains trends of the program! of study in art ed-
ucation of the secondary school up to 1931.
Nature, Art, and Art Appreciation
.
The Junior High Schools
of Newton, Massachusetts, 1934. Unnumbered.
.4 mimeographed syllabus of offered and required
work; contains plates and detailed lesson plans for
use in the Junior high school.
Norton, John K., and Margaret A., Foundations of Curriculum
Building, G-inn and Company, Boston, 193^ • x+599 P*
Underlying issues in curriculum construction and
revision with a chapter (Chapter XIV) devoted to art.
Rugg, Harold, American Life and the School Curriculum , Ginn
and CompanY, Boston, 193^. vii+471 p.
Contains material on the role of the artist in
American life and of his contribution to education.
Special Syllabus in Art Education. Grades 7.8,9 ., School
Document No. 5> Boston Public Schools, Massachusetts,
1931. 40 p.
Work organized, week for week, under the four gen-
eral headings of representation, abstract design,
pictorial design, and appreciation of art.
The Junior Hig;h Schools of Rochester. New York
.
The Junior
High School Council, Rochester, New York, 1923. 230 p.
A report containing a time schedule for drawing
classes of various curricula, p. 105*
4. Tests and Measurements
Knauber, Alma Jordan, The Knauber Art Ability Test , Ohio
State University, Ohio, 1935. 17 problems.
Tests in memory, proportion, design, imagination,
perspective, observation, execution, and emotional and
symbolical representation.
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Lewerenz, Alfred S., Tests in Fundemental Abilities of
Visual Art
.
South California School Book Depository, Ltd.
,
Hollywood, California, 1927. 9 Tests.
A stand9,rdized battery of tests utilizing art sub-
ject material that indirectly tests certain skills.
Me Adory, Margaret, The Me Adorv Art Test
.
Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1929. 72 plates.
Multiple choice tests on furniture, utensils, tex-
tiles, clothing, architecture, painting, and other
graphic arts.
Meier, Norman C., and Seashore, Carl Emil, The Meier-Seashor
Art Judpjnent Test
. Bureau of Educational Research,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1929. 250 plates.
Standardized measure of certain aspects of aesthetl
judgment or insight to be used as an index to talent and
to probable success in an art career.
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5* Principles and Practice of Art
Chase, Joseph C., Creative Desip^n
.
John Wiley and Sons, In-
corporated, New York, 1934. 80 p.
Contains a discussion of the design of illustratlor]
and their reproduction in papers, magazines, books, pos-
ters, and billboards.
3
Dewey, John, Art as Experience , Minton, Balch and Company,
New York, 1934. vii4355 p.
A philosophy of art and aesthetics containing val-
uable discussion of commonly muddled art terms.
Friend, Leon, and Hefter, Joseph, Graphic Deslp;n
.
Whittlese3/
House, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, New York,
1936. vii4407 p.
Copiously illustrated with graphic-arts media and
contains a special chapter on graphic-arts education.
Greer, Carl Richard, Advertlslnp; and Its Mechanical Pro -
duction
. Tudor Publishing Company, New York, 193^
(new edition). xvi447^ p.
A handbook of graphic production containing a
chapter (Chapter XVI) on methods of graphic reproductior,
and an illustrated appendix on reproductive processes.
Langfeld, Herbert Sydney, The AEsthetlc Attitude , Harcourt,
Brace and Company, New York, 1920. xi4287 p*
An attempt to analyze the processes of art judg-
ment and appreciation in nature and the fine arts.
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Petrina, John, Art Work; How Produced. How Reproduced , Pit-
man Publishing Corporation, New York, 1935* 122 p.
An authorotative volume on the making and repro-
duction of art work; explained and illustrated by photo-
graphs, illustrations, and text.
Sullivan, Edmund J., The Art of Illustration
.
Charles
Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1921. xv+257 p.
A well-illustrated text on the history and media
of pictorial art with emphasis on book illustration.
True, Virginia, "Book Design and Illustration", Deslp;n
(October, 1935) 37: 15-20.
Original block prints utilized in illustrating
and decorating books.
Weltfenkampf, F., American Graphic Art
.
The Macmillan Com-
pany, New York, 192^ (revised), xlii+328 p.
A clear review of the whole field of American
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